Tommy Godwin
T H E L o n g d i s t a n c e lege n d

Perhaps the greatest endurance feat of all time,
and one of the least well-known and celebrated,
Tommy Godwin’s record-breaking 1939 ride
is a feat of physical and mental endurance so
momentous, so outrageous, that it’s difficult
to fully comprehend what the achievement
actually represents.
If you are not a regular cyclist, but particularly
if you are, consider this scenario: you wake
before the dawn and drag yourself from your bed
and out into the bleak morning of a Boxing Day
in wartime England.
You eat little (if anything) for breakfast and ride
purposefully through the inclement weather and
along poorly maintained streets. Your bike is wellmaintained, but is a heavy steel-framed machine
with only four gears. You ride for some hours,
and then you ride for many more – until you have
completed a shattering 185 miles on the road.
The next day you ride 204 miles.

Tommy Godwin’s record-breaking 1939 ride is a feat of physical and
mental endurance so momentous, so outrageous, that it’s difficult
to fully comprehend what the achievement actually represents.

You don’t think that this is particularly
extraordinary; in fact it’s actually a little below
your daily average, and after all you have been
doing this for over fifty-one weeks straight,
with only one day off!
In four days’ time you have good reason to cheer
the arrival of the New Year – your name is Tommy
Godwin – and you have just smashed the record
for most miles cycled in a year.
In a modern age of millionaire golfers and petulant
footballers, Tommy’s achievement serves as a
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useful reminder of what true sporting prowess
was, and can still be. Tommy was described by
his family as the most unassuming, gentle man,
but he quietly proved that he was as hard as iron
physically.
Known to friends and family simply as ‘Tommy’,
Thomas Edward Godwin was born in Fenton,
Stoke-on-Trent on the 5th of June 1912. At the
time children grew up quickly, were often raised in
hardship and were expected to work from an early
age. Tommy was no exception, and took a job as a
delivery boy aged twelve, which helped him to pull
his weight and share the burden of providing for a
family of twelve.
A requisite (and most likely to young Tommy
a perk) of the job, Tommy was equipped with
a heavy bike with which to complete his daily
deliveries on behalf of the owner of a general store,
newsagents and butchers. Tommy enjoyed riding
the bike as part of his rounds, and an interest in
cycling sparked to life.
A few years later, the then fourteen-year-old
Tommy would be inspired by an advert asking for
participants in a local 25-mile time trial.
Legend has it that Tommy hacked off the heavy
steel delivery basket from the front of his bike, and
kitted out with both borrowed shoes and wheels
proceeded to steam around the course in a winning
time of one hour and five minutes.
Still at a tender age, the initial spark had already
exploded into a full blown love affair with cycling.
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In a modern age of millionaire golfers and petulant footballers,
Tommy’s achievement serves as a useful reminder of what
true sporting prowess was, and can still be.

He joined various cycling clubs, won races, and
began to amass an array of over 200 medals and
trophies, and by 1937 his confidence was such that
he decided to challenge the ‘year record’, a record
recently won by the Australian pro-rider Oserick
‘Ossie’ Nicholson.

By October 26th, Tommy had achieved what he
had set out to do, and much, much more. The year
record had not only been won, but with 66 days to
spare, he had time enough to smash the previous
record – and put it beyond reach for all others who
would valiantly try, yet fail for many years to come.

Tommy succeeded in persuading his employer to
sponsor him, and at 5am on New Year’s Day 1939,
after months of physical and mental preparation,
vegetarian, tee-totalling, 26-year-old Tommy
pushed off, and pedalled the first mile of a journey
that ultimately would not end until a further 500
days, and 99,999 miles had been completed.

Even after Tommy had completed the year-record
challenge on 31st December, he didn’t just hang up
his cycling shoes and take it easy in 1940. Just the
opposite, he carried on riding huge mileages until
mid-May.

Tommy’s plan to win the coveted year-record was
simple but brutal; he aimed to cycle 200 miles
a day, broken down into 4 x 50 mile ‘chunks’
allowing time for food and rest.
On the longest day of the year, 21st June 1939,
Tommy rode a total of 361 miles. Had he watched
the summer-solstice sunrise over Stonehenge, at
the end of the day he could have been sitting down
to supper in Paris.

Tommy, not entirely satisfied with the greatest
year-ride of all time, wanted to push on further to
gain a secondary record of the fastest completion
of 100,000 miles! René Menzies, a previous holder
of the year-record, had set the 100,000 mile target
at an impressive 532 days.

Tommy’s new bike would be a Raleigh Record
Ace. A four-speed medium-ratio Sturmey-Archer
hub gear, which had been fitted to the Ley TG
Special in March, was brought over to the new
bike for continued use.
Although the Raleigh was cutting-edge technology
at the time, it was still a 14kg-ish bike – compare that
to the 2kg frameset of a top-end modern bike like the
Specialized S-Works + McLaren Venge.
Besides the differences between Tommy’s bike
and modern machines, Tommy also didn’t have
the benefits that professional riders have today
with regards to clothing, accessories and personal
maintenance. Lycra, breathable man-made fibres
and lightweight waterproofs were not an option in
1939. Tommy would wear thick tights and heavy
woollen clothing that would often be wringing
wet at the end of a day’s ride. Endless days in the
saddle were taking their toll and Tommy suffered
from saddle soreness. After limited success using
ointment to relieve his suffering, on the advice of
a female cyclist he donned a pair of ladies silk
undies and greatly reduced his discomfort!

By this time the restrictions imposed by an
escalation of World War II were starting to make
problems for Tommy. Besides the threat of a callup to serve his country, Tommy was also hampered
by severe penalties for failing to abide to blackout
restrictions and by dwindling food supplies.
Nutrition bars and gel sachets weren’t an option
for Tommy. His diet was very simple: bread, milk,
eggs, cheese – and even these became scarce as
rationing began.

The pressure increased further on Tommy and his
quest to gain the 100,000 mile record. The UK had
experienced a particularly harsh winter at the start
of 1940, and the roads were treacherous, with huge
amounts of ice and snow covering the country.

Tommy rode two bikes during the course of his
record-breaking ride. The first, a ‘Ley TG Special’
was custom built at the request of Tommy’s
employer and sponsor, Mr A. T. Ley. The frame
was built with Reynolds 531 tubing with high
pressure 27" Dunlop tyres, a Brooks saddle,
Solite front hub and (initially) a Sturmey-Archer
three-speed hub gear.

Eventually the winter broke and Tommy had
the chance to pile on the miles. He was back on
track to beat Menzies’ record. On May 13th,
1940, Tommy rode into Paddington Recreation
Ground Track; at long last, he had the finish line
firmly in sight.

The bike rode well and had been put together with
durability in mind. However, huge mileages and
poor road conditions would lead to excessive wear
on the bike, and the costs of spare parts and bike
maintenance ultimately became too much of a
burden for Ley Cycles to bear.
Arrangements were made for a new sponsor to step
in to support Tommy’s record-attempt, and it was
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the Raleigh Cycle Company that were most keen
to be involved.

Tommy had a terrible time in the freezing
conditions, often skidding and falling from his
bike. Damage to the bike, and also to himself, were
all too common and simply had to be endured.

emphatic victory. Perhaps as an effort to help
make the statisticians’ and sports writers’ jobs
easier, he had covered the 100,000 miles in 500
days straight; a simple sum to work out that he
had averaged 200 miles a day.
Tommy was called up to the RAF very soon after
the end of his record-breaking ride. No chance to
rest, or to reap the deserved publicity or financial
rewards of his achievement; it was a tough break.
After the war, Tommy wanted only to return to
cycling – and to race once again as an amateur.
However, despite the best efforts of Tommy and
his friends (several hundred of whom had signed
a petition on Tommy’s behalf), he was unable to
do so; the cycling governing bodies having ruled
that once he had ridden as a professional he would
be forever barred from amateur status.
Putting this huge disappointment behind him,
Tommy concentrated his efforts on coaching and
helping others. He became team trainer to the
Stone Wheelers and was a huge supporter of the
club throughout his life.
In 1975, aged 63, Tommy died while returning
home from a ride with friends to Tutbury Castle.
It seems fitting that Tommy’s last day on earth
would be doing what he had loved doing all his
life: riding a bike.
Tommy Godwin rode further in one year than
anyone else in history. He is still the ‘Year Record’
holder and the record will remain his in perpetuity.

Watched by his sponsors, cycling friends and
other dignitaries, Tommy rode the final mile of a
legendary journey. Tommy had bagged yet another

After hearing about Tommy Godwin at the Spin LDN cycle show, Boneshaker went home and found the
excellent website tommygodwin.com designed by Phil Hambley and the team at Scribbletribe Studios.
It’s from this site that the above text and photos have been taken, with kind permission. scribbletribe.com
Tommy Godwin’s story is told in detail in the book ‘Unsurpassed’ by Godfrey Barlow.
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